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“Engineer of 
the Century”

Hell: Been There, Done That, Love It!
Part I

Frank Dörenberg, F/N4SPP

Digital fonts date back to 
the advent of the PC 

in the early 1980s, or to the 
monochrome CRT monitors 
of the 1970s, right? Nope. 
The first digital typesetting 
machine was the 1966 Digiset. 
It was the first true revolution 
in the printed media world 
since Gutenberg’s invention 
of movable type in the mid-
1400s. 

OK then, CRT terminals of 
early computers in the 1950s? 
Wrong again! The bit-map 

font goes back to the 1929 patent of German engineer 
Rudolf Hell (1901-2002)! 

He dedicated his professional life to all technologies 
related to decomposing, processing and 
recomposing text and images for com-
munication and press media. An avid 
inventor too, including the video camera 
tube (1925), fax technology and the 
aforementioned Digiset. As a pioneer 
of teleprinting, television, fax, scanner 
and printing technology, he is revered as 
“the Edison of the Graphics Industry,” 
“Father of digital word processing,” and 
“Engineer of the Century.”

During the 1920s and 30s, teleprinters were rather 
complex machines (= $$$), and they were primarily 
used over dedicated subscriber lines (= $$$). Their 
operation is based on synchronization via start and 
stop bits, and the printers have to mechanically inter-
pret the received bit patterns–typically a 5-bit Baudot 
code (ITA2). If the transmission channel (wired or 
wireless) has noise, fading, or multipath echoes, bits 
may be distorted. This causes incorrect characters to 
be printed, or characters to be omitted.

This is where Hell’s 1929 invention comes in. He 
realized the above disadvantages of teleprinters are 
overcome by simply transmitting a line of text in the 
form of low-resolution fax. To make this work for 

keyboard-to-printer communication, he conceived 
the bitmap font. The font is created by rasterizing 
each character of the keyboard as a dot matrix with 
a fixed number of rows and columns. Initially the 
matrix size was 14x11 pixels, later 12x12, and then 
settled on 14x7.  

For transmission, the matrix of each selected character 
is scanned, column-by-column. Black pixels are sent 
as a tone pulse (“mark” in teleprinter parlance), white 
pixels as “no tone” (“space”). To make this work with a 
keyboard sender, the rasterized font must somehow be 
stored. Hell used a mechanical memory. The matrix of 
each character is decomposed into pixel-columns that 
are lined up head-to-tail. The resulting pixel string is 
captured as a notched disk. The complete character set 
is then a stack of such disks. This is generally referred 
to as the “character drum.” 

In some of Hell’s machines, the drum is smooth, and 
the pixels are represented by conduc-
tive metal patches. The 14x7 font has 
14x7=98 pixels. The original character 
set counts 41 characters x 98 = 4,118 
pixels. Such a 4-kilobit non-volatile 
ROM weighed about two pounds.

For each disk of the drum, there is a 
contact that can be actuated by the 
notches of that ring. The smooth drum 
uses slip-contacts. All contacts are con-

nected in parallel. The characters to be transmitted 
are selected by pressing the corresponding key of the 

Serialized Font-Columns Are Captured as Disks or Rings
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Hellschreiber 
Printer Concept

keyboard. In turn, this enables the contact of the as-
sociated disk or ring of the drum. To keep things me-
chanically very simple, the drum spins continuously. 
But wait! Transmission of each character must start 
with the first pixel of the first column, not somewhere 
in the middle. Indeed! Well, this makes the keyboard 
mechanism just a little more complicated: a cam on 
the drum’s shaft enables and locks-out the keys, such 
that they can only be pressed just before the start of 
the first column.

Yes, this requires a particular typing technique that 
takes some getting used to. Standard speed for key-
board Hell-transmission is 2.5 characters/sec = 150 
chars/min. Hence, the drum turns at 150 rpm. This 
is actually a quite comfortable typing speed, about 
30 wpm. Transmission speed could be doubled (or 
more) by using a conventional keyboard tape-puncher 
and a punch-tape reader with a character-drum for 
conversion to pixel streams in Hell-format. 

The character-drum sender’s output is just a sequence 
of on-off keying. Like Morse code telegraphy, but just 
a little faster than the average “fist.” The on-off signal 
was used to directly key a CW transmitter, or to key 
a tone oscillator (original standard: 900 Hz). The 
tone pulses were then sent via ordinary phone lines 
(no need for special teleprinter lines), power lines, or 
radio. All rather conventional.

Now, how do we print the received 
stream of tone pulses? This is where 
Rudolf Hell came up with a very simple, 
clever and elegant solution. Remember 
that: 1) the characters are transmitted 
as if scanning the consecutive columns 
of their bit-map, and 2) the character-
drum spins continuously. This is the 
same as a continuous column-scanning process, 
where once in a while a character is scanned-in. So 
the printer should also mimic a continuous scanning 
motion. Have a look at a simple one-turn spindle 
from the side. As it turns continuously, the thread 
is a point that moves with a constant speed, parallel 
to the axis of rotation. And then starts all over again. 
Exactly what we need! This method was already used 
in helix-printers of the 1860s. 

The two-turn spindle has to turn at 150 chars/min 
x 7 columns/char x 1 rev/column = 1,050 rpm. The 
Hell-spindle shown below has another little trick. 
Look closely: the spindle does not have a single thread 
that makes two turns. Instead, it has two entwined 
threads so that each makes only one turn. The two 
threads are shifted 180° around the circumference of 
the spindle hub. The printed 
pattern is exactly the same, 
but the spindle only has to 
turn at half the speed: 525 
rpm (or 300 x 7 / 2 = 1,050 
rpm in a 5 char/sec printer).

We have to print onto some-
thing. Text is written and 
printed as a line of characters, 
so let’s print onto a paper 
tape. The spindle has to move 
relative to the tape. The easiest 
way to do this is by moving 
the tape past the spindle at 
a constant speed. We’ll bor-
row an off-the-shelf solution 
from 19th century Morse “tickers.” The spindle has to 
print pixel columns across the paper tape, so it has 
to be installed across that tape, and just above it. A 
felt roller, impregnated with ink, rests on top of the 

turning spindle. It keeps the spindle’s 
thread covered with ink. 

Finally, we take a fast electromechanical 
relay (≈1 msec), and place it underneath 
the paper tape. The relay’s armature has 
a hammer blade at its tip. The blade is 
aligned with the spindle’s shaft. It barely 
touches the paper tape from below. As 
soon as, and as long as, the solenoid is 

energized, the armature pushes the paper tape against 
the inked spindle. This causes the spindle to print a dot 
or line segment across the paper tape, thereby recon-
structing the characters’ bit-map, column by column.

Such a printer is called a Typenbildfernschreiber 
(“System Hell”) or Hellschreiber for short. Literally, 
it just means “Hell-system character-image tele-
graph” and “Hell-printer,” after its creator. Contrary 
to what you may find in several popular publica-
tions in the English language, “Hellschreiber” does 
not mean “Bright(ly) Writer” and is not a pun on 
Rudolf ’s last name. Through the mid-1900s, it 
was customary to attach the name of the inventor 
to the name of the product or system (at least in 
Germany). 

“But wait!”

Hell Printer Spindle
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Hell: Been There, Done That, Love It!
Part II

Frank Dörenberg, F/N4SPP

So we now have a printer 
that has very few moving 

parts. Besides a small motor, 
it has a spindle, rollers for 
paper tape transportation 
and an electro-magnet with 
armature. Big deal!? You bet: 
it is small, simple, robust and 
inexpensive. Compare that 
to the competition at that 
time: regular teleprinters! 
“inexpensive” is of course 
relative: the 1937 Siemens 
list price of a Hell-printer 
was 1,275 Reichsmark (RM), 
while skilled male factory 

workers typically made no more than one RM/
hour. But the printer is so simple, you can build 
your own. I have (1984), and so have many other 
others. Clearly, some electronic circuitry is required 
to drive the solenoid when a tone pulse is received. 
But this is basically just a simple diode-rectifier and 
an amplifier stage.

But hold on, Rudolf is not done yet! Both the 
sender and the printer have a motor, and there is 
no synchronization mechanism whatsoever. But the 
motor speeds are never 100% identical. So what hap-
pens? The Hell-system scans and prints the columns 
bottom-to-top. If the printer motor is faster than the 
motor of the sender, its spindle will lead the drum 
of the sender and prints too high in the column (or 
even at the bottom of the next column). In this case, 
the printed text is slanted upward, runs off the paper 
tape, and only part of it is legible:

Even if the motors are somehow turning at exactly 
the same speed, they will still have a phase difference–a 
constant offset. The text will be printed horizontally, 
without slant, but with a vertical shift: the upper part 
of the text is printed below the lower part:

Rudolf to the rescue: simply use a spindle with a 
thread that makes two full turns, instead of just one. 
Our little printer now simultaneously prints two 
identical lines of text at the same time, one above 
the other. So what, if the printed text is slanted or 
shifted: one of the printed lines is always perfectly 
readable. Pretty neat, eh? Yes, the paper has to be 
wider. The standard width is 15 mm (≈5/8”). Note 
the font not only has a blank first and last column, 
but also a blank bottom and top row. The prior is 
for horizontal character spacing (within a line), the 
latter for vertical spacing between the two printed 
parallel lines of text.

This clever printer is stupid. It prints all the suffi-
ciently strong signals it receives–be it  intended pixels, 
noise or interference. It has no notion of fonts, bits, 
pixels, encoding, speed or synchronization. It does 
no decoding or interpretation, other than deciding 
“signal (not) present.” Signal distortion may add un-
intended pixels, and may cause omission of intended 
pixels. This only makes the printed text harder to 
read. But unlike teleprinters, a Hell-printer can never 
print a wrong character! The human reader, with its 
impressive pattern-recognition capability, can read 
messages that are well “down in the noise.”

“Hell” is basically a low-resolution direct-printing 
fax system. So it is also very suitable for pictographic 
written languages, for which regular teleprinters are 

Print-Out With Slant, Due To Speed Difference 
Between Sender And Printer

Print-Out With Vertical Shift, Due To Phase 
Difference, but Identical Speeds

Print-Out With 2-Turn Spindle - Readable Despite Slant

Print-Out With 2-Turn Spindle - Readable Despite Vertical Shift

Print-Out of a Noisy Signal
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One of the Author’s 
Feld-Hell Machines

“This is pure 
propaganda.”

not an option. It was used extensively by Chinese 
national news and weather agencies at least until the 
1980s. Rather than a keyboard for text entry, text was 
hand-written on tape and passed through an optical 
scanner-sender. This approach was also adopted in 
tape facsimile Hellschreiber systems of RCA (1938), 
the U.S. Signal Corps in their BC-58-B of WWII 
(also built by RCA) and the Hell Company’s ZETFAX 
system (early 1960s).

You may come across statements that the Brits were 
able to eavesdrop on Hell-broadcasts of the news 
agency of the Nazi regime, only because an enemy 
agent left a Hell-printer behind in London when the 
war broke out. This is pure propaganda. Well, the 
news agency rep may well have left behind a printer 
or two. But London-based Reuters news agency 
had daily worldwide Hell-casts from London since 
1934/35, using British Post Office (BPO) shortwave 
transmitters. BPO itself owned Hellschreiber printers 
and built its own later in the war. At its annual meet-
ing in 1935, INTERPOL, with British participation, 
adopted Hellschreiber for international police com-
munications. The Hellschreiber system was used at 
British airports (weather service) at least as early as 
1937. The British government officially approved the 
use of Hellschreiber at the 1938 International Radio-
communications Conference in Cairo. And, in 1939, 
the British government issued reports on 
the use of Hellschreibers by the German 
and Italian consuls-general. Possibly, 
the British “intelligence” community 
and the BBC Monitoring Service just 
weren’t aware.

Bandwidth 
As stated above, Hell-transmission is 
based on simple on-off keying, and the 
standard Hell-font has 98 pixels per character. At 2.5 
characters per second, the duration of a single pixel is 
1,000 / (2.5 x 98) = 4.08 msec. Here is where Rudolf 
Hell used another clever trick: his font uses no single 
white or black pixels within a column, or at the transi-
tion from the top of one column to the bottom of the 
next one. In other words, in a pixel stream, there are 
always at least two black or white pixels in a row. No, 
this is not the same as a half-resolution font: one-pixel 
resolution is retained, because each cluster of two or 
more pixels can start at any pixel position! However, 
bandwidth is cut in half! With this so-called “two-
pixel rule” the shortest pulse duration is 2 x 4.08 = 
8.16 msec. As Hell-pixels are binary, the equivalent 
transmission speed is 1,000 / 8.16 = 122.5 Baud, or 
245 Baud at five characters/sec. 

Using FCC and ITU definitions, the “necessary 
bandwidth” for CW telegraphy is Baud rate x K, 
where K = 3 for transmission paths without fad-
ing. That is 122.5 x 3 = 367 Hz for Hell at 2.5 
chars/sec. For an on-off keyed tone-modulated 
carrier (AM), this bandwidth goes up to (Baud 
rate x K) + (2 x tone frequency). With the standard 
900 Hz tone, this is 2,177 
Hz. However, with tone-
pulses via SSB, the signal 
spectrum (and bandwidth) 
is basically the same as that 
of CW. Note that “necessary 
bandwidth” is absolutely 
not the same as “occupied 
bandwidth”! 

Improper pulse shaping and 
over-modulation can cause 
an actual bandwidth of many 
kHz. But this is not par-
ticular to “Hell.” The Nyquist 
minimum bandwidth for 
2.5 chars/sec Hell-signals is 2 x 122.5 = 245 Hz. 
This theoretical bandwidth cannot be achieved with 
mechanical senders. But it can be approximated by 
shaping the rectangular pulses with a raised-cosine 

or Gaussian filter, electronically or in 
software. Note that after extensive tests 
in 1934/35, the Hellschreiber manu-
facturer (Siemens & Halske), Cable 
& Wireless Co. and the Reichspostzen-
tralamt (central office of the German 
national postal authority) together, 
recommended filtering the modulation 
(i.e., at the transmitter) with a low-pass 
corner frequency of 0.6 times the “Hell” 

Baud rate. They also recommended against widening 
this to more than 0.8 times the Baud rate. The 0.8 
factor is also supported by Shannon’s theorem (and 
the Hartley-Shannon law) regarding the maximum 
data rate for “near error-free” communication across 
a bandwidth-limited channel. My own experience is 
that with the 0.8 x 122.5 = 100 Hz limitation and 
a clean channel, the resulting print-out is, indeed, 
quite legible.

Note the above bandwidth calculations go out the 
window when non-Hell fonts are used. This is easy to 
do with today’s amateur radio digi-mode software that 
lets you use any “cute” PC font you want (and lower 
case). Do not do this! The Hell-font is optimized for 
legibility and minimum bandwidth.
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“A clever trick!”

Hell: Been There, Done That, Love It!
Part III of III

Frank Dörenberg, F/N4SPP

Feld-Hell 
Siemens-Halske developed a 
special Hellschreiber set for 
the Wehrmacht. It went into 
service in 1935 and was stan-
dard equipment of the Ger-
man signal corps throughout 
WWII. It is a fully modular 
backpack (“Tornister”) unit, 
with printer and keyboard-
sender. This is the ubiquitous 
Hell Feldfernschreiber (“field 
teleprinter”), Feld-Hell for 
short. As the unit has a key-
board, the transmission speed 
is 2.5 chars/sec. It uses the 

standard 14x7 Hell font. An estimated 15,000 units 
were built, and some 200 may have survived to this 
day, some in the U.S. and Canada. I currently own 
three of these machines, and have 130 machines 
documented in a database.

During the 1950s, the Hell Company 
and Siemens-Halske developed a series 
of start-stop Hellschreibers, some with 
a keyboard, some printer only. These are 
the models Siemens-Hell 39, 40, 44, 72, 
and 73. Standard speed is 6.1 chars/sec, 
300 Bd, and 1,000 or 3,000 Hz tones 
(ASK). The start-pulse is hidden in the 
blank first column of the font. With 
start-stop synchronization, the printer spindle only 
needs a one-turn thread and prints on narrow paper 
tape (9.5 mm, ≈3/8”). It may be counterintuitive, 
but Hell-literature generally refers to the start-stop 
machines as “asynchronous,” and the original free-
running machines as “synchronous” or “quasi-syn-
chronous.” The logic is probably that asynchronous 
operation requires a form of synchronization.

Start-stop models were used extensively by the 
German State Railroads (Reichsbahn and later the 
Bundesbahn). The last known railroad Hell-grams 
are from 1995. A sheet printer (Blattschreiber), model 
9Tempf1b “P”, was developed in 1949. Its spindle has 
many ribs, and spans the width of the paper sheet, 
like the platen of a conventional typewriter. It is also a 

start-stop machine. However, it does not synchronize 
to the sender via an explicit start-pulse. Note that 
the top and bottom rows of the Hell-font are blank. 
A set of cam wheels and relays is used to detect the 
presence of pixels in these rows. This is then used to 
adjust the motor’s speed. A clever trick! 

The last Hellschreiber model is the Hell-80, devel-
oped for the German Army (Bundeswehr) around 
1960. Some 225 units were in service until decom-
missioned in 1985, as they were incompatible with 
NATO teleprinter standards. This was the world’s first 
solid-state teleprinter, and it has a magnetic-core font 
memory. It also has an integrated punch-tape reader, 
and supports both start-stop and synchronous Hell at 
five chars/sec. Telegraphy speed with its 7x9 pixel font 
is 315 Bd. Modulation is FSK with a 350 Hz shift.

Besides RCA and the BPO, quite a number of other 
companies developed and built Hellschreibers: Tele-
type Corp. (Model 17, 1938), FIAT in Italy (not the 

car manufacturer) made at least 50 units 
for Reuters, EMA in Switzerland (late 
1940s), Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo (renamed 
Sony Corp. in 1958), Toho Denki Kabu-
shikigaisha (became part of Matsushita 
in 1962), Thomson (France) made a 
solid-state Feld-Hell for the French 
military in the late 1950s (with GE 
2N43 transistors) and FACIT (Swe-
den) during the early 1970s. Siemens 

in Hungary slightly modified the Feld-Hell for the 
Hungarian army in the early 1950s (with 6AU6 tubes 
instead of RV12P4000 Wehrmacht tubes). During the 

Hell-80
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Concept of the Bernhard/
Bernhardine Navigation 

System (bearing 255° 
from station “M”)

mid-1950s, RFT in the German (not so) Democratic 
Republic (a.k.a. “East Germany”) developed a start-
stop Feld-Hell machine for the military police (KVP) 
and the National People’s Army (NVA). It had 7SH7 
and 6SJ7 tubes of local or Russian make and a speed 
of four chars/sec.

An interesting Hell-printer system was built for a 
radio-navigation system of the Luftwaffe. The ground 
station was a rotating-beacon of type FuSAn724/725, 
codename “Bernhard.” It operated in the 30-33.1 
MHz band with two 500 W or 5 kW transmitters. It 
had a massive antenna system: two broadside arrays 
of 4+4 vertical dipoles, and another array above it, 
with three dipoles and reflector screens. The radiation 
pattern of the lower array system had two lobes with 
a sharp null between them. It was used to transmit 
a constant tone. The upper array had a single lobe, 
aligned with the null of the lower system. It transmit-
ted the momentary azimuth of the antenna system as 
a compass rose strip, in Hell-format. The complete 
system weighed about 250-thousand pounds and 
rotated twice a minute! 

The airborne counterpart of type FuG120 (codename 
“Bernhardine”) included a two-channel single-tape 
Hell-printer, type HS120 or PSch120. The upper 
track printed a bar graph of the twin-lobe signal’s 
strength. This required special circuitry, synchronized 
to the printer spindle. This was patented 
in 1937 by Rudolf Hell. These days 
we would call that circuitry an analog, 
intersective pulse-width modulator. The 
null of the twin-lobe signal shows up as 
a “V” in the bar-graph strip. The bottom 
track of the printer shows the azimuth 
value during passage of the beacon’s 
beam. The “V” points at the actual value 
of the aircraft’s bearing with respect to 
the beacon. The compass rose is only printed once, so 
this printer channel has a spindle with a single-turn 
thread. In order to print horizontally, this spindle 
is synchronized to the degree tick-marks. The bar-
graph spindle prints two bars per pixel column of 
the azimuth track.

Perfect For Amateur Radio 
Hellschreiber is a simple and robust direct-printing 
system that was developed specifically to provide 
readable, error-free communication, even over low-
quality radio and landline telephone links and in 
mobile applications. This made it particularly suitable 
for news agencies, banks, diplomatic and military 
communications (e.g., with crypto machines), and 
communication over high-voltage power-lines. Most 

of the world’s news agencies used this system. Hellsch-
reiber is perfect for amateur radio, in particular the 
classic & classy “Feld Hell” mode:

•	Robust: signal characteristics are similar to that 
of high-speed CW “Morse.” It is insensitive to 
interference and poor signal quality, due to: 1) 
high level of pixel redundancy, 2) use of a special 
Hell-font that maximizes 
legibility while minimiz-
ing misinterpretation, 
combined with 3) the hu-
man’s excellent pattern 
recognition capability. It 
is insensitive to path de-
lays (unlike RTTY, PSK, 
Throb, Domino, etc.). It is 
insensitive to polar flutter 
(40m - 160m bands), un-
like PSK and other phase-
modulated modes. Exact 
frequency tuning and drift 
are not critical at all–un-
like PSK and many other 
modern digi-modes.

•	 Pleasant	character	transmission	rate: 2.5 chars/
sec corresponds to a decent average typing speed 
(30 wpm), suitable for real conversation QSOs. 

This is unlike fast digi-modes such as 
PSK (50 wpm), where basically only 
pre-programmed messages are ex-
changed—how boring!

•	 Narrow	 bandwidth: Feld-Hell 
qualifies as a “narrow bandwidth digi-
tal mode,” as the required bandwidth–
with the original Hell-font–is less than 
500 Hz. So it may be used in “digi-
tal mode” band segments (IARU Re-

gion 1 & 2) and “narrow-band modes” segments 
(IARU Region 1); in Region 3, “narrow band” is 
2 kHz. Technically, Hell is also permitted (but not 
recommended!) wherever image emissions are au-
thorized (phone, fax, SSTV band segments). Hell 
is of course compatible with narrow CW IF-filters 
in the receiver. Yes, this is much wider than PSK31 
(≈60 Hz at -26 dB, unless over-driven).

•	 Low	duty-cycle: average is about 25% (min 6%, 
max 39%), which is easy on the transmitter–un-
like RTTY and other 100% duty-cycle modes and 
PSK (>80%).

Continued - HellsCHreiber on Page 6

“Perfect For 
Amateur Radio”
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WWII Hellschreiber 
Cartoon

•	 Simple: there are no special requirements for 
transmitter or receiver. It can be used with a very 
simple CW transceiver. No modern digi-mode can 
do this! Printers can even be home-built. Original 
Feld-Hell machines are rare, but all it takes is a 
PC (need not be powerful), free software and a 

simple interface between 
the PC’s soundcard and the 
transceiver!

The world’s first Hellschreiber 
QSO took place in 1959 be-
tween Hans Horn, DL1GP, 
and DJ1GJ, with their Feld-
Hell machines. They were part 
of a small group that obtained 
the first temporary experi-
mental amateur permit for 
RTTY and Hell in Germany. 

There was a Feld-Hell revival 
in the latter half of the 1970s 
after several publications 
in European amateur radio 

magazines, and eventually in the U.S. by Hans Evers, 
PAØCX/DJØSA, (ref. 1) who entrusted me with his 
Feld-Hell machine in 2008. The first Hell emulator-
software was developed around 1980 
by Klaas Robers, PAØKLS, for Apple 
][ and by Sigfus Jonsson, LAØBX, for 
MS-DOS. Simple HAMCOM-style rig 
interfaces were used. Today, the PC’s 
soundcard is used and there is quite a 
choice of Hell-capable software for Win-
dows, Linux, Mac OS, etc. I still prefer 
the Hell-only freeware created by Nino 
Porcini, IZ8BLY. But multi-digi-mode 
freeware such as Fldigi, MultiPSK and 
DM780 are just as good. They all apply raised-cosine 
pulse shaping to minimize bandwidth, and most have 
a function for calibrating the soundcard’s clock speed 
(practically all soundcards built into PCs and laptops 
need this). Mechanical Hell-printers are inherently 
binary (black & white pixels). Digitizing signals with 
a soundcard makes it possible to print grayscale pixels, 
and even color scale pixels on colored “paper” tape. 
This improves the readability, e.g., during fading. 

Clearly, the on-off keying of Hell-pixels can also be 
used with modulation forms other than ASK. This 

has led to modern “software” variants: FSK-Hell, 
PSK-Hell, FM-Hell, Duplo-Hell, Concurrent Multi-
Tone (C/MT), Sequential Multi-Tone (S/MT) and 
Slowfeld. The most recent addition to this list is CP-
16 (16-tone C/MT), developed by the Chinese Radio 
Club in 2012. Only the old Apple and DOS software 
can key a CW transmitter directly, without a keying 
device to convert tone pulses back to “on-off” pulses. 

In practice, Hellschreiber on the bands is done almost 
exclusively in Feld-Hell mode and with less than 100 
watts. During the 1970s there was some European 
activity on VHF with start-stop Hell-machines of 
type 72 “GL.” Hell-activity has waxed and waned 
several times over the last 40 years. The original weekly 
Sunday Feld-Hell net on 80m in Europe is still going 
strong—since 1979—with net-lead Arthur Bauer, 
PAØAOB. He uses one of his Feld-Hell machines 
and a 1943 U-boat transmitter from the magnificent 
collection he manages near Amsterdam (ref. 2). That 
collection is also the venue where most Annual Hell 
Meetings have been held since 1977. There is also a 
European Hell-80 net in the 40m band on Mondays. 
Is Hell activity concentrated in Europe? Hell no! 
The Feld Hell Club (ref. 3) now has nearly 5,000 
members world-wide (I’m # 24). It holds a short 
contest every month, and has weekly nets on most 
bands (mostly U.S.-based). There is also an associ-

ated Yahoo Group (ref. 4). There are 
standard frequencies (ref. 3), and some 
traffic is coordinated via Internet “spot-
ter” pages (e.g., ref. 5).
This article is a mere summary of all 
that is Hellschreiber. Want to know 
(much) more? I invite you to visit my 
dedicated Hellschreiber Website, see 
ref. 6.  It has all the information avail-
able on this subject, including detailed 

descriptions, historical accounts, photos (including 
3D), hundreds of documents, sound bites, videos, 
interfacing circuitry, etc. 

I hope to see you in Hell soon!
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